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1 Introduction
Investigating the scalar sector of QCD in the region below and around 1 GeV on the
lattice enables one to gain important information about the low-energy behavior of strong
interactions. A few groups have addressed this problem in the recent years (see, e.g., [1–
7]). Note that carrying out simulations in the scalar sector is a very challenging task by
itself as many of these states share the quantum numbers of the vacuum. In addition,
it is known that the particles, whose properties are investigated in these simulations, are
resonances. Consequently, in order to perform the extraction of their mass and width from
the data, one has to apply the Lu¨scher approach [8] that implies carrying out simulations
at different volumes, complicating further an already difficult problem. Moreover, in case
of the f0(980) and a0(980) mesons, the analysis has to be done by using a coupled-channel
Lu¨scher equation [9–11], which includes pipi/KK¯ and piη/KK¯ channels for total isospin
I = 0 and I = 1, respectively. The resonances are very close to the KK¯ (inelastic)
threshold, which has the unpleasant property of “masking” the avoided level crossing that
serves as a signature of the presence of a resonance in a finite volume [9–11].
Here, one should also mention that the mass and width are not the only quantities one
is interested in case of scalar resonances. The nature of these states is not well established
in phenomenology and is being debated at present, with the arguments given in favor of
their interpretation as tetraquark states (see, e.g., [12–15]), as KK¯ molecules [16–19], or as
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a combination of a bare pole and the rescattering contribution [20, 21] (see also refs. [22–
24] for more information on this issue). In view of the conflicting interpretations, it is
interesting to study the signatures of a possible exotic behavior, e.g., applying Weinberg’s
compositeness condition or the pole counting criterion (see, e.g., [25–34]), or investigating
the quark mass dependence of the resonance pole position [9]. It is possible to “translate”
all these criteria into the language of lattice QCD. However, testing them in the real
simulations would require much more data at different volumes and at a much higher
precision than it is at our disposal at present.
Summarizing all the facts above, it is legitimate to ask, whether — given our present
capabilities — the extraction of the properties of scalar resonances on the lattice can be
realistically done with a sufficient rigor and yield clean and unambiguous results in the
nearest future.
In refs. [9–11] it has been pointed out that using twisted boundary conditions in lattice
simulations [35–39] can provide an important advantage in the scalar meson sector (for
applications of this method in other systems see, e.g., [40]). First and foremost, varying
the twisting angle θ can substitute for simulations at different volumes and provide data
of energy levels, which should be fitted in order to determine the resonance pole position.
Note that the same effect can be achieved by carrying out simulations at a non-zero total
momentum. However, whereas the components of the lattice momentum are given by
integer numbers in the units of 2pi/L, where L is the size of the finite box, the twisting
angle can be varied continuously. Another advantage is provided by the fact that twisting
allows one to effectively move the threshold away from the resonance pole location. In
order to illustrate this, consider an example when the s-quark is twisted in the simulations,
whereas u and d quarks still obey periodic boundary conditions [9–11]. Assume, in addition,
that the system is in the center-of-mass (CM) frame. In this example, the K and K¯
mesons in the KK¯ intermediate state acquire 3-momenta, opposite in direction and having
equal magnitude, proportional to |θ|. Hence, the energy of the ground state of the KK¯
pair goes up, whereas the resonance, which corresponds to a true pole in the S-matrix,
stays, by definition, at the same position. For the volumes, which are currently used in
lattice simulations, the upward displacement of the KK¯ threshold would be a large effect.
Consequently, it could be expected that, fitting twisted lattice data, one would achieve
a more accurate extraction of the resonance pole position than in the case of periodic
boundary conditions, when the threshold and the resonance are very close. Note that
this conjecture has been fully confirmed in refs. [10, 11] by performing fits to “synthetic”
data sets.
There is, however, an important caveat in the arguments above. Imposing twisted
boundary conditions in lattice simulations implies the calculation of gauge configurations
anew. This is a very expensive enterprise. The majority of simulations up to day are done
by applying the so-called partial twisting, i.e., twisting only the valence quarks and leaving
the configurations the same. It can be proven (see, e.g. [38, 39]) that in many cases the
results obtained by using partial and full twisting coincide up to exponentially suppressed
terms. This happens when there are no annihilation diagrams, i.e., the diagrams where
the valence quark-antiquark pair from the initial state can annihilate and a pair of the
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M1
M2
Figure 1. An example of an annihilation diagram in meson-meson scattering. The full and dashed
lines denote valence and sea quarks, respectively. The intermediate state for this diagram consists
of two mesons M1 and M2 with one valence and one sea quark.
sea quark-antiquark is produced, which obey a different boundary condition (see figure 1).
However, it is easy to verify that, in case of scalar mesons, the annihilation diagrams do
appear. Consequently, following the arguments of refs. [38, 39], one had to conclude that
the partial twisting in this case is useless — one has either to perform a full twisting, or
to give it up.
We consider this conclusion premature. One could look at the problem from a different
point of view. It is definitely not possible to prove in general that in this case the partial
and full twisting lead to the same result. Could one find a modified Lu¨scher equation,
which corresponds to the case of partial twisting? Does this equation enable one to still
extract the physically interesting information about the scattering S-matrix elements in
the finite volume? If the answer to this question is yes, using partial twisting in lattice
simulations can be justified.
In this paper we do not give a full-fledged solution of the problem. Rather, we have
chosen to concentrate on one particular example, namely, the a0(980), which is an S-wave
resonance with the isospin I = 1, and solve this problem to the end. Possible mixing to
other partial waves is neglected. The inclusion of higher partial waves forms a subject of a
separate investigation which will be carried out in the future.
A brief outline of the method is as follows. It is well known that Lu¨scher’s equation can
be most easily derived by using non-relativistic EFT framework in a finite volume [41–43].
Twisting at the quark level can be straightforwardly implemented at the hadronic level: the
hadrons acquire additional momenta, proportional to the twisting angle θ. The expression
for the zeta-function in the Lu¨scher equation also changes in a well-defined way, whereas
the non-relativistic potentials, which encode the short-range dynamics, are θ-independent.
All this gives the Lu¨scher equation in case of twisted boundary conditions.
The case of partially twisted boundary conditions can be considered analogously. The
spectrum of the effective theory now contains much more hadrons, consisting of valence,
sea and ghost quarks (see, e.g., [44]). Boundary conditions for each hadron are determined
by the boundary conditions on its constituents, so the θ-dependence of the zeta-functions,
entering the Lu¨scher equation, is uniquely defined also in this case. The crucial observa-
tion, which enables one to arrive at a tractable form of the Lu¨scher equation, is that the
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symmetries, which are present in the theory in the infinite volume, relate the potentials
in valence, sea and ghost sectors (the masses of valence, sea and ghost quarks are taken
equal). It can be shown that the Lu¨scher equation can be reduced to the one that contains
the potentials only in the physical (valence) sector and can thus be used to analyze the
lattice data.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the effective field theory
(EFT) framework for partially twisted QCD — first, in the infinite volume. In section 3
we discuss in detail the constraints imposed by the symmetries on the matrix elements of
the effective non-relativistic potential. In doing this, we first neglect the neutral meson
mixing beyond tree level. In section 4 the Lu¨scher equation in case of the partially twisted
boundary conditions is derived. Possible applications in the simulations in the scalar sector
are discussed. In section 5 we clear the remaining loopholes by discussing the mixing to
all orders in this framework and show that the results are not affected. Finally, section 6
contains our conclusions and outlook.
2 The effective field theory framework
In order to obtain the spectrum, one usually studies the behavior of certain correlators at
a large Euclidean time separation t:
C(t) = 〈O(t)O†(0)〉 = 1
Z
∫
DUDψDψ¯O(t)O†(0) exp
{
−SG −
∫
d4xψ¯( 6D +m)ψ
}
, (2.1)
where SG stands for the gluon action functional, andO(t),O†(t) are appropriate source/sink
operators, which have a non-zero overlap with the physical states of interest. At this stage,
we do not specify the explicit form of these operators — these can be, for example, quark-
antiquark or two meson operators, etc.
In order to distinguish between valence and sea quarks, we use the standard trick (see,
e.g., [44] and references therein), rewriting the above path integral in the following manner
C(t) =
1
Z
∫
DUDψvDψ¯vDψsDψ¯sDψgDψ¯gOv(t)O†v(0)
× exp
{
−SG −
∫
d4x
[
ψ¯v(6D +mval)ψv + ψ¯s( 6D +msea)ψs + ψ¯g( 6D +mgh)ψg
]}
. (2.2)
Here, the subscripts “v,” “s” and “g” stand for valence, sea and ghost quarks, the latter
being described by commuting spinor fields. After performing the path integral over quarks,
it is seen that the fermion determinant, coming from valence quarks, is exactly cancelled
by the one from the ghost quarks, and the expression, given in eq. (2.1), is reproduced.
In order to describe the situation with partially twisted boundary conditions, one
imposes twisted boundary conditions on the valence and ghost quarks and periodic bound-
ary conditions on the sea quarks. The masses of all species of quarks are taken equal,
in difference to the partially quenched case where m = mval = mgh 6= msea. Note that
mval,mgh,msea are matrices in flavor space. Note also that we assume isospin symmetry
throughout the paper mu = md = mˆ 6= ms.
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In the chiral limit, the infinite-volume theory is invariant under the graded symmetry
group SU(2N|N)L × SU(2N|N)R ×U(1)V, where N = 3 is the number of light flavors. The
low-energy effective Lagrangian,1 corresponding to the case of partially twisted boundary
conditions, contains the matrix U = exp{i√2Φ/F} of the pseudo-Goldstone fields Φ, which
transforms under this group as
U → LUR† , L,R ∈ SU(2N|N) . (2.3)
The Hermitian matrix Φ has the following representation
Φ =
Mvv M
†
sv M
†
gv
Msv Mss M
†
gs
Mgv Mgs Mgg
 . (2.4)
Here, each of the entries is itself a N ×N matrix in flavor space, containing meson fields
built up from certain quark species (e.g., from valence quark and valence antiquark, from
sea quark and ghost antiquark, and so on). The fields Mgv and Mgs are anti-commuting
pseudoscalar fields (ghost mesons). Further, the matrix Φ obeys the condition [44]
str Φ = tr (Mvv +Mss −Mgg) = 0 , (2.5)
where “str” stands for the supertrace.
The effective chiral Lagrangian takes the form
L = F
2
0
4
str (∂µU∂
µU †)− F
2
0
4
str(χU + Uχ†) + higher-order terms, (2.6)
where χ = 2mB0 is proportional to the quark mass matrix.
In the infinite volume, the above theory is completely equivalent to ordinary Chiral
Perturbation Theory (ChPT), since the masses of the quarks of all species are set equal.
In a finite volume, the difference arises due to the different boundary conditions, set on
the different meson fields. These boundary conditions are uniquely determined by the
boundary conditions imposed on the constituents.
We do not intend to use the framework of the partially twisted ChPT to carry out
explicit calculations. We need this framework only to facilitate the derivation of the Lu¨scher
equation. To this end, let us consider large boxes with LM−1pi , where Mpi is the lightest
mass in the system (the pion mass). The characteristic 3-momenta in such a box are much
smaller than all masses — consequently, the system can be described by a non-relativistic
EFT, whose low-energy couplings are consistently matched to the relativistic theory with
the Lagrangian given in eq. (2.6) (for a detailed review of the non-relativistic theory in
the infinite volume, we refer the reader, e.g., to the refs. [46, 47]; non-relativistic effective
field theories in a finite volume are considered in refs. [41–43].). The two-body scattering
1We assume throughout this paper that the partially quenched theory is a theory with a well-defined
Hamiltonian and spectrum, the presence of the negative-norm states being a sole artefact of the partial
quenching. Recent investigations that can be found in the literature [45], support the above conjecture.
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T -matrix in the non-relativistic theory obeys the multi-channel Lippmann-Schwinger (LS)
equation (for simplicity, we write down this equation in the CM frame)
Tαβ(p,q;P0) = Vαβ(p,q) +
∑
γ
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
Vαγ(p,q)Tγβ(p,q;P0)
2w
(γ)
1 (k)2w
(γ)
2 (k)(w
(γ)
1 (k) + w
(γ)
2 (k)− P0 − i0)
,
(2.7)
where the sum runs over all two-body channels labeled by the index γ, and w
(γ)
1 (k), w
(γ)
2 (k)
stand for the (relativistic) energies of the first and the second particle in this channel.
The potentials Vαβ(p,q) encode the short-range dynamics, including inelastic many-body
channels, which are closed at low energies.2 These potentials are constructed perturbatively
and contain the couplings of the non-relativistic effective Lagrangian.
We use dimensional regularization throughout. In this regularization, the potentials
Vαβ(p,q) coincide with the K-matrix elements. Expanding into the partial waves gives:
Vαβ(p,q) = 4pi
∑
lm
Ylm(pˆ)V
l
αβ(|p|, |q|)Y ∗lm(qˆ) , (2.8)
where kˆ denotes a unit vector in the direction of k. It is easy to see that in the elastic
region for the channel α, on the energy shell where |p| = |q| = q0,
V lαα(q0, q0) =
8piP0
q0
tan δ
(α)
l (q0) , P0 = w
(α)
1 (q0) + w
(α)
2 (q0) , (2.9)
where δ
(α)
l denotes the elastic scattering phase shift with angular momentum l. In the
following, we shall neglect all partial waves except l = 0. The inclusion of partial-wave
mixing will be considered in the future.
When the relativistic theory, described by the Lagrangian given in eq. (2.6), is matched
to the non-relativistic EFT, a complication arises, which stems from the mixing of the states
containing neutral mesons. Namely, in the equation (2.7), the states α, β, γ correspond to
the physical two-particle states. These are not always described by the meson fields which
are present in the matrix Φ. The reason for this is that not all the components of Φ are
independent due to the condition str Φ = 0.
In order to study the issue of mixing, let us again start with the relativistic theory
described by the Lagrangian in eq. (2.6). We restrict ourselves first to order p2, and retain
only diagonal terms in the matrix Φ = diag (φ1, . . . , φ9) (the non-diagonal terms do not
mix). The quadratic piece in the O(p2) Lagrangian takes the form
L(2)0 =
1
2
6∑
i=1
(∂µφi)
2 − 1
2
9∑
i=7
(∂µφi)
2
−M
2
2
(φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
4 + φ
2
5 − φ27 − φ28)−
M2s
2
(φ23 + φ
2
6 − φ29) ,
M2 = 2mˆB0 , M
2
s = 2msB0 . (2.10)
2There is a caveat in this argument. For example, there are multi-pion channels below KK¯ channel.
However, since the couplings to these channels are very weak, they can be safely ignored without changing
the result. For more discussion on this issue, see ref. [9].
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Introducing the following linear combinations
φ1 =
1√
2
ω1 − 1√
6
ω2 − 1
2
ω5 +
1
2
ω8 ,
φ2 = − 1√
2
ω1 − 1√
6
ω2 − 1
2
ω5 +
1
2
ω8 ,
φ3 =
√
6
3
ω2 +
1√
2
ω3 − 1√
2
ω6 ,
φ4 = − 1√
6
ω2 +
1√
2
ω4 +
1
2
ω5 +
1
2
ω8 ,
φ5 = − 1√
6
ω2 − 1√
2
ω4 +
1
2
ω5 +
1
2
ω8 ,
φ6 =
√
6
3
ω2 +
1√
2
ω3 +
1√
2
ω6 ,
φ7 = − 1√
6
ω2 +
1√
2
ω7 + ω8
φ8 = − 1√
6
ω2 − 1√
2
ω7 + ω8
φ9 =
√
6
3
ω2 +
√
2ω3 , (2.11)
it is straightforward to check that the quadratic piece of the Lagrangian can be rewritten
in terms of the fields ω1, . . . , ω8:
L(2)0 =
1
2
{
(∂µω1)
2 + (∂µω2)
2 − (∂µω3)2 + (∂µω4)2 + (∂µω5)2 + (∂µω6)2 − (∂µω7)2 − (∂µω8)2
}
−M
2
2
(ω21 + ω
2
4 + ω
2
5 − ω27 − ω28) +
M2s
2
(ω23 − ω26)−
M2η
2
ω22 , (2.12)
where M2η =
2
3 M
2
s +
1
3 M
2. Note that the condition str Φ = 0 is automatically fulfilled
for the fields given by eq. (2.11). The eight fields ω1, . . . , ω8 are unconstrained as opposed
to the nine fields φ1, . . . , φ9. The propagators for the physical particles can be read off
from eq. (2.12). The fields ω3, ω7, ω8 are ghost fields (they enter the Lagrangian with a
“wrong” sign). Note also that the transformation given in eq. (2.11) can be written in the
compact form
Φdiag =
8∑
j=1
ωjTj , (2.13)
where in Φdiag all components except those on the diagonal are set to zero, and the explicit
form of the matrices Tj is given in appendix A.
The fields ωi describe physical particles at O(p
2), and matching to the non-relativistic
theory is most easily performed in this basis. The symmetry relations between various
matrix elements get, however, very complicated in this basis. In order to circumvent this
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problem, we have chosen to work in another basis
pi0vv = ω1 , pi
0
ss = ω4 , pi
0
gg = ω7 ,
ηvv = −ω2 + 1√
6
(−ω5 + ω8 −
√
2ω3 +
√
2ω6) , η
′
vv =
1√
6
(−
√
2ω5 +
√
2ω8 + ω3 − ω6) ,
ηss = −ω2 + 1√
6
(ω5 + ω8 −
√
2ω3 −
√
2ω6) , η
′
ss =
1√
6
(
√
2ω5 +
√
2ω8 + ω3 + ω6) ,
ηgg = −ω2 + 1√
6
(2ω8 − 2
√
2ω3) , η
′
gg =
1√
3
(2ω8 +
√
2ω3) . (2.14)
Note also that the fields φi and pi
0, η, η′ are related by usual SU(3) relations:
φ1 =
1√
2
pi0vv +
1√
6
ηvv +
1√
3
η′vv,
φ2 = − 1√
2
pi0vv +
1√
6
ηvv +
1√
3
η′vv,
φ3 = − 2√
6
ηvv +
1√
3
η′vv,
φ4 =
1√
2
pi0ss +
1√
6
ηss +
1√
3
η′ss,
φ5 = − 1√
2
pi0ss +
1√
6
ηss +
1√
3
η′ss,
φ6 = − 2√
6
ηss +
1√
3
η′ss,
φ7 =
1√
2
pi0gg +
1√
6
ηgg +
1√
3
η′gg,
φ8 = − 1√
2
pi0gg +
1√
6
ηgg +
1√
3
η′gg,
φ9 = − 2√
6
ηgg +
1√
3
η′gg, (2.15)
The propagator matrix is defined as
i〈0|TϕA(x)ϕB(0)|0〉 =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
e−ipxDϕAϕB (p) , A,B = vv, ss, gg , (2.16)
and ϕ stands for pi0, η or η′. Further, due to isospin symmetry this matrix is diagonal in
the subspace with different species of pi0:
Dpi0vvpi0vv(p) = Dpi0sspi0ss(p) = −Dpi0ggpi0gg(p) = Dpi , (2.17)
However, different species of the η and η′ mix. Defining the 2× 2 matrix
ΩAB(p) =
(
DηAηB (p) DηAη′B (p)
Dη′AηB (p) Dη
′
Aη
′
B
(p)
)
, (2.18)
we get
Ωvv,vv = Ωss,ss = A , Ωgg,gg = A+ 2X ,
Ωvv,ss = Ωvv,gg = Ωss,vv = Ωss,gg = Ωgg,vv = Ωgg,ss = A+X , (2.19)
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where
A =
(
Dη 0
0 0
)
, X =
(
−13 Dpi − 23 Ds −
√
2
3 (Dpi −Ds)
−
√
2
3 (Dpi −Ds) −23 Dpi − 13 Ds
)
. (2.20)
In the above equations, the following notations were used:
Dpi =
1
M2 − p2 , Dη =
1
M2η − p2
, Ds =
1
M2s − p2
. (2.21)
If matching to the non-relativistic theory is performed in this basis, the free two-particle
Green function is no more diagonal in the channel basis and the equation (2.7) is re-
placed by3
Tij(p,q;P0) = Vij(p,q) +
∑
nm
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
Vin(p,q)G˜nm(k;P0)Tmj(p,q;P0) . (2.22)
The entries of the matrix G˜nm can be easily determined by using eqs. (2.17), (2.18), (2.19)
and (2.20), see below. As already mentioned, the advantage of such a choice of the basis
is that the symmetry relations for the matrix elements Vij , Tij are less complicated in this
basis.
An important remark is in order. Up to now, we have considered the mixing of the
neutral states only at O(p2) in ChPT. The coefficients, e.g., in eq. (2.11) will change, if
higher-order terms are included. How will this affect our expressions? In order not to
obscure the crucial physical arguments, we shall neglect higher-order corrections for now.
At the end, we return to this question and show that the final result remains unaffected
by these corrections.
3 Symmetries of the potential
As already mentioned in the introduction, we concentrate on S-wave scattering in the
sector with total isospin I = 1. It is convenient to choose I3 = 1. Tracking the quarks
of different species, flowing through the diagrams describing meson-meson scattering, and
starting from the state that contains only valence quarks, it is easy to see that the LS
equation couples 11 different channels, as given in table 1.
As immediately seen from this table, the valence sector couples to the sea and ghost
sectors through the annihilation diagrams of the type shown in figure 1. In addition, pi+pi0
states with quarks of different species are no more forbidden in the S-wave.4 Hence, in
general, the partially twisted Lu¨scher equation will differ from the fully twisted one.
3We shall use Greek indices α, β, γ, . . ., to label channels in the basis where the matrix of the two-point
functions of the meson fields is diagonal. This corresponds to working with the fields ω1, · · · , ω8. On the
other hand, in the transformed basis (see eq. (2.14)), we label the channels by Latin letters i, j, n,m, . . ..
4As it is easily seen, the components |(uvd¯s)(usu¯v)〉 and |(dvd¯s)(usd¯v)〉 (similarly, with s → g) in the
entries 10 and 11 of the table 1 do not indeed contribute to the matrix elements under consideration. We
have nevertheless retained them in order to preserve a (formal) analogy with the wave function of the pi0 in
the diagonal sectors. Nothing changes in the results, if these components are omitted from the beginning.
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Index Channel Quark content
1 |pi+vvηvv〉 − 1√6 |(uvd¯v)(uvu¯v + dvd¯v − 2svs¯v)〉
2 |pi+vvη′vv〉 − 1√3 |(uvd¯v)(uvu¯v + dvd¯v + svs¯v)〉
3 |pi+vvηss〉 − 1√6 |(uvd¯v)(usu¯s + dsd¯s − 2sss¯s)〉
4 |pi+vvη′ss〉 − 1√3 |(uvd¯v)(usu¯s + dsd¯s + sss¯s)〉
5 |pi+vvηgg〉 − 1√6 |(uvd¯v)(ugu¯g + dgd¯g − 2sgs¯g)〉
6 |pi+vvη′gg〉 − 1√3 |(uvd¯v)(ugu¯g + dgd¯g + sgs¯g)〉
7 |K+vvK¯0vv〉 |(uvs¯v)(svd¯v)〉
8 |K+vsK¯0sv〉 |(uvs¯s)(ssd¯v)〉
9 |K+vgK¯0gv〉 |(uvs¯g)(sgd¯v)〉
10 |pi+vspi0sv〉 12(−(uvd¯s)(usu¯v − dsd¯v) + (uvu¯s − dvd¯s)(usd¯v)〉
11 |pi+vgpi0gv〉 12(−(uvd¯g)(ugu¯v − dgd¯v) + (uvu¯g − dvd¯g)(ugd¯v)〉
Table 1. Scattering channels for the case of I = I3 = 1.
For comparison, let us consider a (trivial) example of meson scattering in the channel
with I = 2, where the answer is already known. Take, for simplicity, I3 = 2. In this
case, starting in the valence quark sector, one gets only one state |pivvpi+vv〉 = |(uvd¯v)(uvd¯v)〉.
Annihilation diagrams are absent and, consequently, partial and full twisting are equivalent
up to exponentially suppressed contributions.
Using dimensional regularization, it is easy to see that the LS equation reduces to an
algebraic matrix equation (see, e.g., refs. [42, 43])
Tij = Vij +
∑
nm
VimGnmTmj . (3.1)
This equation relates the on-shell matrix elements of T and V .
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The free Green function Gnm in the channel with I = 1 is given by the 11× 11 matrix
G =

B B + Y B + Y O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
B + Y B B + Y O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
B + Y B + Y B + 2Y O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 K 0 0 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 K 0 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 −K 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 0 P 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 0 0 −P

, (3.2)
where B and Y are 2× 2 matrices (cf. with eq. (2.20)), and O1 is a 2× 1 matrix:
O1 =
0
0
 , B =
E 0
0 0
 , Y =
 −13 P − 23 S −
√
2
3 (P − S)
−
√
2
3 (P − S) −23 P − 13 S
 , (3.3)
and the quantities K,E, P, S are loops with free Green functions in the non-relativistic
EFT, corresponding to the different two-particle channels:
KK¯ : K =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(2wK(k))2
1
2wK(k)− P0 ,
piη : E =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
2wpi(k)2wη(k)
1
wpi(k) + wη(k)− P0 ,
pipi : P =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(2wpi(k))2
1
2wpi(k)− P0 ,
piηs : S =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
2wpi(k)2ws(k)
1
wpi(k) + ws(k)− P0 . (3.4)
Here, ws(k) = (M
2
s + k
2)1/2, where Ms denotes the physical mass of the η
s .= s¯s meson,
which emerges in the partially twisted ChPT (to the lowest order, M2s = 2msB0, see
eq. (2.10)).
Calculating the above integrals by using the technique, described in ref. [47], we fi-
nally get
K,E, P, S =
ip
8piP0
, p =
λ1/2(P 20 ,m
2
1,m
2
2)
2P0
. (3.5)
Here, p stands for the relative momentum of the pair of particles in the intermediate state,
m1,m2 are masses of these particles, and λ(x, y, z) = x
2+y2+z2−2xy−2yz−2zx denotes
the triangle function.
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The potential V and the T -matrix are also 11 × 11 matrices. The T -matrix can be
written in the following form
T =

c d ω ω′ −ω −ω′ b y′ y′ y′′ y′′
d c′ ν ν ′ −ν −ν ′ b′ z′ z′ z′′ z′′
ω ν f f ′ f ′′ −fˆ −λ t t′ u u′
ω′ ν ′ f ′ f0 −fˆ f ′′′ −λ′ h h′ r r′
−ω −ν f ′′ −fˆ f˜ f˜ ′ λ −t′ −t˜ −u′ −u˜
−ω′ −ν ′ −fˆ f ′′′ f˜ ′ f˜0 λ′ −h′ −h˜ −r′ −r˜
b b′ −λ −λ′ λ λ′ a y y z z
y′ z′ t h −t′ −h′ y a y z z
y′ z′ t′ h′ −t˜ −h˜ y y a˜ z z
y′′ z′′ u r −u′ −r′ z z z q q′
y′′ z′′ u′ r′ −u˜ −r˜ z z z q′ q˜

. (3.6)
Here, c, d, ω, . . . denote the entries of the matrix Tij . Some (trivial) symmetry relations are
already taken into account, for example, T36 = T45 = −fˆ . Note also that the matrix Tij is
symmetric. On the mass shell, the entries of the above matrix are the functions of a single
Mandelstam variable s (we remind the reader that all partial waves except the S-wave
are neglected). We use the name physical for the amplitudes that describe the scattering
in the sector of only valence quarks: T77 = a corresponds to the KK¯ elastic scattering,
T11 = c to the piη elastic scattering and T17 = T71 = b to the KK¯ → piη transition
amplitude. Other entries in this matrix are “unphysical.” For example, y corresponds to
the transition between the valence and sea quark sectors. Considering the quark diagrams
for this process (see figure 2 and eq. (3.7) below), one straightforwardly ensures that y
corresponds to the contribution of the disconnected diagrams to the KK¯ elastic amplitude.
There exist more symmetry relations, which relate various entries in the above matrix.
A straightforward way to derive these relations in general is to express these amplitudes
in terms of the quark propagators and take into account the fact that the valence, sea and
ghost quark masses all coincide. Below, we give few examples of such calculations.5
5A crucial property of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with the Green function given in eq. (3.2) is
that the symmetries of the matrix T are the same as the symmetries of the potential matrix V . Later, we
shall check this property explicitly.
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u
s¯ s
d¯
u
s¯
s
d¯
tc td
Figure 2. Connected (tc) and disconnected (td) diagrams, emerging in KK¯ → KK¯ scattering
amplitudes with various quark species, see eq. (3.7).
Example 1. Consider the quark diagrams for the transition between various KK¯ states.
The full 4-point Green functions of the bilinear quark operators are given by
Γ77 = tc − td ,
Γ88 = tc − td ,
Γ99 = −tc − td ,
Γ78 = Γ79 = Γ89 = Γ87 = Γ97 = Γ98 = −td , (3.7)
where tc and td denote connected and disconnected diagrams, respectively, as shown in
figure 2. Different signs in different matrix elements emerge from calculations with anti-
commuting (valence, sea) and commuting (ghost) fields. The connected diagrams are, of
course, absent in the non-diagonal matrix elements. Note that the quark propagators, used
in the diagrams, are the same for all quark species, since that masses of valence, sea and
ghost quarks are the same.
The scattering matrix elements are given by the residues of the 4-point Green functions
at the poles, corresponding to the external mesonic legs. It is seen that all Green functions
in eq. (3.7) are expressed only through two quantities and, hence, there are some linear
relations between them. It can be shown (see section 5 for the details) that the scattering
matrix elements obey exactly the same linear relations even if mˆ 6= ms. Introducing the
notations T77 = a, and T78 = y, we finally arrive at the relations
T88 = a, T99 = a˜ = −a+ 2y , T78 = T79 = T89 = T87 = T97 = T98 = y . (3.8)
Example 2. Consider
Γ33 =
1
6
{
[4Wll − 8Wls + 4Wss] + 2xl + 4xs
}
, (3.9)
where the terms in square brackets stem from the tadpole diagrams, see figure 3, and the
subscripts “l” and “s” stand for “light” and “strange.”
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u
d¯
u, s
u¯, s¯
Wll,Wls,Wss
u
d¯
u
u¯
xl
u
d¯
s
s¯
xs
u, s
u¯, s¯
Figure 3. Diagrams contributing to piη scattering in the valence quark sector, see eq. (3.9).
Wll,Wls,Wss correspond to the diagrams with zero, one, two strange quarks in the tadpoles. xl
and xs are connected diagrams without and with strange quarks.
Carrying out similar calculations, we get
Γ34 =
1
3
√
2
{
[4Wll − 2Wls + 2Wss] + 2xl − 2xs
}
,
Γ35 = −1
6
{
[4Wll − 8Wls + 4Wss]
}
,
Γ45 = − 1
3
√
2
{
[4Wll − 2Wls + 2Wss]
}
,
Γ44 =
1
3
{
[4Wll + 4Wls +Wss] + 2xl + xs
}
,
Γ46 = −1
3
{
[4Wll + 4Wls +Wss]} ,
Γ55 =
1
6
{
[4Wll − 8Wls + 4Wss]− 2xl − 4xs
}
,
Γ56 =
1
3
√
2
{
[4Wll − 2Wls + 2Wss]− 2xl + 2xs
}
,
Γ66 =
1
3
{
[4Wll + 4Wls +Wss]− 2xl − xs
}
. (3.10)
From these relations one easily gets
f + f˜ = −2f ′′ ,
f ′ + f˜ ′ = 2fˆ ,
f0 + f˜0 = −2f ′′′ ,
f ′ − f˜ ′ = −
√
2(f − f˜ − f0 + f˜0) . (3.11)
Acting in the same manner as described in the examples, we get more relations. The
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ones listed below will be used further:
t+ t˜ = 2t′ ,
y′ + t− t′ = y′ + t′ − t˜ = b
h+ h˜ = 2h′ ,
z′ + h− h′ = z′ + h′ − h˜ = b′
u+ u˜ = 2u′ ,
r + r˜ = 2r′ ,√
2(u˜− u) = r˜ − r ,
−
√
2(h˜− h) = t˜− t ,
λ = −t′ ,
λ′ = −h′ ,
z′ −
√
2y′ = h′ −
√
2t′ ,√
2d = 2c− 2ω +
√
2ω′ +
√
2 (f ′ − f˜ ′)− (f0 − f˜0) ,
q + q˜ = 2q′ ,
ν =
√
2ω + fˆ +
√
2f ′′ ,
ν ′ =
√
2ω′ −
√
2fˆ − f ′′′ ,
c′ = c+
d√
2
− f ′′′ − 2f ′′ − 2
√
2fˆ − 3ω + 3√
2
ω′
√
2b′ =
√
2z′ + y′ − b ,√
2y′′ − z′′ =
√
2u− r . (3.12)
As the next step, we would like to establish, what are the implications of the above sym-
metry relations for the potential matrix Vij . Recalling that in dimensional regularization
the T -matrix obeys the algebraic LS equation (3.1), where T and G are given by 11× 11
matrices in eqs. (3.6) and (3.2), respectively, it is a straightforward task to solve the above
matrix equation with respect to V . In doing so, we find it useful to first perform the linear
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transformation of the LS equation with the matrix
O =

1/2 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1/2 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/4 0 −1/4 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1/4 0 −1/4 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0
1/4 0 −1/4 0 −1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1/4 0 −1/4 0 −1/2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

. (3.13)
The transformed Green function is given by the matrix
Gˆ = OTGO =

B + 34 Y −14 Y −14 Y O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
−14 Y −14 Y 14 Y O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
−14 Y 14 Y O2 O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 K 0 0 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 K 0 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 −K 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 0 P 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 0 0 −P

, (3.14)
where
O2 =
0 0
0 0
 . (3.15)
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Note that this linear transformation minimizes the number of the entries in the free Green
function, corresponding to the physical piη state. Namely, as seen from eq. (3.14), the
piη state appears only once, on the main diagonal of the matrix Gˆ. The physical KK¯
intermediate states also appear only on the diagonal. Consequently, after using Feshbach’s
method [48, 49] to define the effective potential that includes all unphysical intermedi-
ate states, the resulting LS equation with this effective potential is expected to have a
particularly simple form. We shall explicitly see this below.
The transformed LS equation (3.1) takes the form
Tˆ = Vˆ + Vˆ GˆTˆ , Tˆ = O−1T (OT )−1 , Vˆ = O−1V (OT )−1 . (3.16)
For the analysis of the symmetries of the potential V , it is convenient to further split the
Green function
Gˆ = Gˆ0 + Gˆ1 , Gˆ0 = diag (E, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,K,K,−K, 0, 0) . (3.17)
The split LS equation is:
Tˆ = Wˆ + Wˆ Gˆ0Tˆ , Wˆ = Vˆ + Vˆ Gˆ1Wˆ . (3.18)
A crucial point is that the certain matrix elements of the matrix W do not contain pipi and
piηs loops.
Vˆ11 = Wˆ11 , Vˆ17 = Wˆ17 , Vˆ18 = Wˆ18 , Vˆ19 = Wˆ19 , Vˆ77 = Wˆ77 , Vˆ88 = Wˆ88 . (3.19)
This property does not hold in general. For example,
Wˆ78 = Wˆ79 = Wˆ89 =
1
2
(Wˆ99 + Vˆ77) 6= Vˆ78 . (3.20)
The above property has direct implications for the matrix elements of T as well. Namely,
iterating the matrix W , it can be shown that in the physical matrix elements a, b, c no pipi
and piηs loops are present, whereas the unphysical matrix elements (e.g., y), in general,
contain such loops. The above statements can be verified explicitly by direct calculations,
in which the use of eqs. (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12) is crucial.6
Taking into account the above relations, it is now straightforwardly seen that the
physical matrix elements a, b, c are determined from a much simpler LS equation
τ = σ + σgτ , (3.21)
where τ, g, σ are 4× 4 matrices that are obtained from the matrices Tˆ , Gˆ0, Wˆ , respectively,
by deleting all rows/columns with the indices i, j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 (for these values of
6Inverting 11× 11 matrices analytically have turned to be a very demanding task, leading to extremely
lengthy expressions. What we have explicitly checked in analytic calculations is that the above statements
are valid for first few terms in the Born expansion of the LS equation. In addition, taking random numerical
input for the T -matrix elements, we have checked that all symmetry relations hold numerically for the matrix
elements of the potential as well.
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the indices the matrix Gˆ0 has vanishing entries on the diagonal). Namely, these matrices
are given by
τ =

c b b b
b a y y
b y a y
b y y −a+ 2y

, g =

E 0 0 0
0 K 0 0
0 0 K 0
0 0 0 −K

, σ =

γ β β β
β α δ δ
β δ α δ
β δ δ −α+ 2δ

,
(3.22)
where
α = Vˆ77 , β = Vˆ17 , γ = Vˆ11 , δ = Wˆ78 . (3.23)
The solution of the LS equation for the physical matrix elements gives:
a=
α− E(αγ − β2)
D
, b =
β
D
, c =
γ −K(αγ − β2)
D
,
D=(1−Kα)(1− Eγ)−KEβ2 . (3.24)
This solution is exactly the same as in the “ordinary” non-relativistic EFT (without sea
and ghost sectors), with α, β, γ being the physical K-matrix elements, which we are aiming
to extract from the lattice data. Note that the physical matrix elements do not depend on
the unphysical entry δ.
To summarize, in the infinite volume the solutions of the LS equation of the non-
relativistic EFT with valence, sea and ghost sectors coincide with those in the theory with
the valence quarks only. In order to prove this statement, it was crucial to use the symmetry
relations between various physical and non-physical T -matrix matrix elements, which are
given eqs. (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12). This result, of course, was expected from the beginning,
since these two theories are equivalent in the infinite volume.
4 Derivation of the partially twisted Lu¨scher equation
Establishing the symmetries of the potential V was the most difficult part of the problem.
After this, the derivation of the partially twisted Lu¨scher equation is straightforward. The
prescription, which allows one to get the finite-volume spectrum from the Lu¨scher equation
is to replace the free Green function G by its finite-volume counterpart. Different boundary
conditions will lead to the different modifications of G. On the contrary, the potential V ,
which encodes the short-range physics, stays unaffected (up to exponentially suppressed
contributions).
Let us consider various scenarios and see in detail, how this prescription works.
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Scenario 1. We impose periodic boundary conditions on the u-,d-quarks and twisted
boundary conditions on the s-quark:
u(x + nL) = u(x) , d(x + nL) = d(x) , s(x + nL) = eiθns(x) . (4.1)
These boundary conditions translate into the boundary conditions for the meson states:
the pions, etas and ηs fields obey periodic boundary conditions, whereas the boundary
conditions for the kaons change:
K±(x + nL) = e∓iθnK±(x) , K0(x + nL) = e−iθnK0(x) , K¯0(x + nL) = eiθnK¯0(x) . (4.2)
This means that K and K¯ mesons containing valence and ghost s-quarks get additional
3-momenta ∓θ/L. The system stays in the CM frame.
The modified Green function takes the form (cf. with eq. (3.14))
GˆL =

BL +
3
4 YL −14 YL −14 YL O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
−14 YL −14 YL 14 YL O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
−14 YL 14 YL O2 O1 O1 O1 O1 O1
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 K
θ
L 0 0 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 KL 0 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 −KθL 0 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 0 PL 0
OT1 O
T
1 O
T
1 0 0 0 0 −PL

, (4.3)
where the substitution rule is (cf. with ref. [9])
KL, EL, PL, SL =
1
4pi3/2P0L
Z00(1; q
2) ,
KθL =
1
4pi3/2P0L
Zθ00(1; q
2) , q =
pL
2pi
. (4.4)
Here, Z00 (Z
θ
00) denotes the (twisted) Lu¨scher zeta-function
Z00(1; q
2) =
1√
4pi
∑
n∈Z3
1
n2 − q2 ,
Zθ00(1; q
2) =
1√
4pi
∑
n∈Z3
1(
n + θ/2pi
)2 − q2 . (4.5)
In the above equation, an ultraviolet regularization (e.g., the analytic regularization) is
implicit. The free Green function in a finite volume, GˆL, can be again split in analogy with
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eq. (3.17). The crucial point here is that the symmetry of the Gˆ1L, which is the finite-
volume counterpart of Gˆ1, remains the same. Consequently, the relations in eq. (3.19) still
hold in a finite volume. Taking into account this fact, we can rewrite the LS equation (3.21)
in a finite volume:
τL = σL + σLgLτL , (4.6)
where
gL = diag (EL,K
θ
L,KL,−KθL) , (4.7)
and σL is obtained from σ through the replacement δ → δL. Other entries in the matrix σ,
which do not contain contributions from the pipi and piηs loops, stay volume-independent.
The Lu¨scher equation takes the form
dL = det (1− σLgL) = (1− αKL − γEL + (αγ − β2)KLEL)(1− (α− δL)KθL)2 = 0 .(4.8)
It is immediately seen that the determinant vanishes for those energies which obey one of
the equations
0 = 1− αKL − γEL + (αγ − β2)KLEL ,
0 = 1− (α− δL)KθL . (4.9)
The first equation is identical to the Lu¨scher equation with no twisting. It does not depend
on the non-physical entry δL. The second equation depends on the twisting angle and
contains δL. Since unphysical quantities appear, this equation is not very useful for the
analysis of the data.
As seen, the spectrum of the partially twisted equation contains more states than the
fully twisted one. Choosing particular source/sink operators, which do not have an overlap
with some of the states, one may project out a part of the spectrum. For example, in
our case we may consider the quark-antiquark scalar operator Os = u¯d, or the 4-quark
operator producing piη scattering state Opiη = (u¯γ5d)(u¯γ5u+ d¯γ5d− 2s¯γ5s)/
√
6. It is clear
that the spectrum, “seen” by these operators, does not depend on the twisting angle θ.
Consequently, these operators do not overlap with the part of the spectrum, described by
the second equation in eq. (4.9). At the level of the EFT, this is verified, e.g, from the fact
that the piη scattering amplitude
(τL)11 =
γ − (αγ − β2)KL
1− αKL − γEL + (αγ − β2)KLEL , (4.10)
has poles, emerging only from the first equation in eq. (4.9) (note that, say, the KK¯
amplitude, which is the solution of the same LS equation in a finite volume, contains all
poles from eq. (4.9)).
To summarize, it is possible to derive the Lu¨scher equation with a partially twisted s-
quark. The spectrum is dependent on the choice of the source/sink operators. Choosing the
operators that do not have overlap on the unphysical part of the spectrum, it is seen that
the remaining energy levels can be analyzed by using the Lu¨scher equation with no twisting
at all. This is not interesting, because imposing partially twisted boundary condition does
not yield new information in this case.
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Scenario 2. Here we consider twisting of the u-quark, leaving the d- and s-quarks to
obey periodic boundary conditions. What changes here is the free Green function in a
finite volume.
K,E, P, S → KθL, EθL, P θL, SθL =
1
4pi3/2
√
sγL
Zd00(1; (q
∗)2) , (4.11)
where d = PL/2pi = θ/2pi, s = P 20 −P2, γ = P0/
√
s, and
q∗ =
p∗L
2pi
, p∗ =
λ1/2(s,m21,m
2
2)
2
√
s
. (4.12)
The quantity Zd00(1; (q
∗)2) denotes the Lu¨scher zeta-function in the moving frame [50], see
also refs. [43, 51]:
Zd00(1; (q
∗)2) =
1√
4pi
∑
r∈Pd
1
r2 − (q∗)2 ,
Pd = {r = R3 | r‖ = γ−1(n‖ − µ1|d|), r⊥ = n⊥, n ∈ Z3} , (4.13)
where µ1 =
(
1− (m12−m22)/s
)
/2. Here, we would like to mention that, in this scenario,
pi+ (particle 2 in our nomenclature) is twisted in the propagators EθL, S
θ
L, whereas η, η
s
(particle 1) are subject to the periodic boundary conditions. This can be easily understood,
analyzing the quark diagrams for the different intermediate states given in table 1. For
KθL, P
θ
L, either particle can be twisted since both particles in the intermediate state have
the same mass.
The solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in a finite volume takes the following
form (cf. with eq. (3.24))
aL=
α− EθL(αγ − β2)
DθL
, bL =
β
DθL
, cL =
γ −KθL(αγ − β2)
DθL
,
DθL=(1−KθLα)(1− EθLγ)−KθLEθLβ2 . (4.14)
It is seen that the spectra in case of the partial and full twisting coincide. Both 4-quark
and quark-antiquark operators couple to those eigenstates, whose energies are described
by the Lu¨scher equation in the moving frame
DθL = 0 . (4.15)
Summary. Other scenarios are possible. For example, one may consider twisting u- and
d-quarks with the same angle, in order to bring two particles again in the CM frame. We
do not consider more scenarios in detail, since the pattern is already clear from the above
examples.
One observes that there exists the rule of thumb for the scenarios considered above.
Namely, if in a given scenario the twisted valence quarks may annihilate (as in the scenario
1), then the corresponding partial twisting will effectively yield no twisting. On the other
hand, if the twisted valence quarks “go through” all diagrams without annihilating (as in
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the scenario 2), then the partially twisted Lu¨scher equation is equivalent to the fully twisted
one up to exponentially suppressed terms. The first case is indeed easy to understand
without doing any calculations: for studying the spectrum, one could use, for example, the
quark-antiquark source and sink operators u¯d, d¯u, which do not change at all, when the
valence s-quarks are twisted. The result in the second case looks also plausible, when one
considers quark diagrams, corresponding to the two-particle scattering processes. However,
due to technical complications, arising mainly from the neutral meson mixing, certain effort
is needed to elevate a plausible statement to a proof.
5 Meson mixing in the neutral sector
In the preceding sections we have derived symmetry relations for the elements of the scat-
tering T -matrix, assuming the exact SU(3)-symmetric quark content of the states corre-
sponding to the η, η′ mesons: η = η8 ∼ (uu¯+dd¯−2ss¯)/√6 and η′ = η0 ∼ (uu¯+dd¯+ss¯)/√3
in the valence, sea and ghost quark sectors (note that not all of these states are independent
due to the condition str Φ = 0). This assumption holds only, if ms = mˆ. At the level of
the EFT, described by the Lagrangian in eq. (2.6), the above relations hold at tree level
and are broken by O(p4) corrections. Do our results, which rely heavily on the symmetry
relations, survive, if the mixing is taken into account to all orders?
The answer to this question is positive. The physical justification of this fact is very
transparent: in the derivation of the symmetry relations itself that involved the comparison
of the quark diagrams (see section 3), we have never required ms = mˆ. Rather, it was
assumed that the masses of the valence, sea and ghost quarks for each flavor coincide (this
requirement is fulfilled in our case). So, one expects that the results are not affected by
the breaking of the flavor SU(3).
To elevate this argument to a formal level, let us consider the two-point function of
two quark bilinears in the EFT
Dij(p
2) = i
∫
dxeipx〈0|Tχi(x)χj(0)|0〉 , i, j = 1, · · · , 6 , (5.1)
where χi = ψ¯Γiψ and the matrices Γi carry all information about the spin-flavor content
of the mesons. For our goals, it suffices to consider η, η′ mesons only (the pions and kaons
do not mix). The fermions ψ, ψ¯ belong to either valence, sea or ghost sectors.
The pole structure of Dij(p
2) is given by
Dij(p
2) =
6∑
α=1
ΛiαDα(p
2)ΛTαj +Dij(p
2)non−pole , Dα(p2) =
cα
M2α − p2
, cα = ±1, 0 , (5.2)
where, at tree level, the elements of the matrix, up to a common normalization, Λiα, can
be read off from eq. (2.11). These matrix elements get modified at higher orders in ChPT,
if the flavor SU(3) is broken through mˆ 6= ms. The masses M2α = M2pi ,M2η ,M2s are all equal
in the SU(3) symmetry limit. At O(p2), their values can be read off from eq. (2.12).
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The matrix Λ, which relates the meson fields in the SU(3) and physical bases, can be
written in the following form:
Λiα =
6∑
m=1
Λ˜im
0
Λmα , (5.3)
where
0
Λmα denotes the matrix at O(p
2) (so far, we have worked with this matrix), and
Λ˜im collects all higher-order corrections.
Let us now consider the 4-point function of the quark bilinears, corresponding to the
pi+η(η′)→ pi+η(η′) scattering, see the table 1,
(2pi)4δ4(p1 + p2 − q1 − q2) Γij(p1, p2; q1, q2)
=
∫
dx1dx2dy1dy2 e
ip1x1+ip2x2−iq1y1−iq2y2 〈0|Tχi(x1)χpi+(x2)χj(y1)χpi−(y2)|0〉. (5.4)
The connected piece of the 4-point function can be written as
Γij(p1, p2; q1, q2)
conn
=
∑
kl
Dik(p
2
1)Dpi+(p
2
2)Tkl(p1, p2; q1, q2)Dpi+(q
2
2)Dlj(q
2
1)
=
∑
kl
∑
αβ
ΛiαDα(p
2
1)Λ
T
αkDpi+(p
2
2)Tkl(p1, p2; q1, q2)Dpi+(q
2
2)ΛlβDβ(q
2
1)Λ
T
βj + · · · . (5.5)
From the above expression it is clear that the scattering amplitude in the “physical” basis
(i.e., the basis which diagonalizes the matrix of the two-point functions), on the mass shell
is given by
T on−shellαβ (s, t) = lim
p21→M2α, q21→M2β , p22,q22→M2pi
Tαβ(p1, p2; q1, q2)
= lim
p21→M2α, q21→M2β , p22,q22→M2pi
ΛTαkTkl(p1, p2; q1, q2)Λlβ , (5.6)
where s, t are the usual Mandelstam variables.
Now, let us consider the situation that the 4-point function of the quark-antiquark
bilinears obeys some symmetry relations (an analogy of the relations considered in the
section 3) ∑
ij
djiΓij(p1, p2; q1, q2) = 0 , (5.7)
where dij are some numerical coefficients related to the structure of the symmetry group
(but not to the dynamics). Note that these are relations that hold for off-shell momenta
p1, p2, q1, q2.
One has to further distinguish between the case of the exact SU(3) flavor symmetry
and broken SU(3) flavor symmetry.
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Exact SU(3) symmetry. In this case Λ =
0
Λ exactly, to all orders in ChPT. Further,
substituting eq. (5.5) into eq. (5.7) and performing the mass-shell limit, we get∑
αβ
kβαT
on−shell
αβ (s, t) = 0 , kβα =
∑
ij
ΛTβjdjiΛiα (5.8)
We remind the reader that the disconnected piece does not have four poles in the external
momenta squared.
Next we define the on-shell amplitudes in the SU(3) basis
T on−shellij (s, t) =
∑
αβ
ΛiαT
on−shell
αβ (s, t)Λ
T
βj ,
∑
ij
djiT
on−shell
ij (s, t) = 0 . (5.9)
In other words, in case of exact SU(3) symmetry, the symmetry relations on the 4-point
functions directly translate in the relations for the on-shell amplitudes.
The LS equation in the non-relativistic EFT is derived in the basis where the two-point
function is diagonal (see section 2). This (matrix) equation can be written in the form
T on−shellαβ = Vαβ +
∑
γ
VαγGγT
on−shell
γβ , (5.10)
where the Gγ are loops
7 with the pi+ and the “particle” γ. Changing now to the SU(3)
basis, we arrive at the equation
T on−shellij = Vij +
∑
nm
VinGnmT
on−shell
mj , (5.11)
where the relation between Vij and Vαβ is the same as between T
on−shell
ij and T
on−shell
αβ , and
the free Green function in the new basis is given by
Gij =
∑
γ
(ΛT )−1iγ GγΛ
−1
γj . (5.12)
Our equations given in section 3 are exactly reproduced. The derivation of the Lu¨scher
equation is straightforward. All results remain valid.
Broken SU(3) symmetry. In Nature, mˆ 6= ms. One may still have some exact relations
of the type given in eq. (5.7) — those, which do not require mˆ = ms. Examples of such
relations are given in section 3.
There are five neutral one-particle states with isospin I = 0 in the physical basis
(cf. with eq. (2.14)). These states belong to the three different classes. Namely, there is
one state with M2α = M
2
η , two states (one with the wrong sign in the kinetic term) with
M2α = M
2
s and two states (one with the wrong sign in the kinetic term) with M
2
α = M
2
pi .
In eq. (2.14), these states are described by the fields ω2 and ω3, ω6 and ω5, ω8, respectively
(of course, the numerical values of the coefficients in this equation are different from the
7For simplicity, we neglect here the part of the free Green function, which is already diagonal, e.g., the
KK¯ loops. Taking them into account does not change anything in our argumentation.
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O(p2) values given in eq. (2.14)). We introduce a special notation for the above classes
M = η, ηs, pi.
Let us now consider eq. (5.7) in the vicinity of the poles in the momenta of the external
particles. Since the masses of the particles, belonging to the different classes, differ, if
mˆ 6= ms, the residues should vanish independently for each class. Consequently,∑
state α in M1, state β in M2
kβαT
on−shell
αβ (s, t) = 0 , (5.13)
where the sum runs only over those states which belong to the classes M1 and M2, respec-
tively. For example, if M1 = M2 = η, from the above equation we get: k22T
on−shell
22 = 0. If
M1 = η and M2 = η
s, we get k32(T
on−shell
23 + T
on−shell
32 ) + k62(T
on−shell
26 + T
on−shell
62 ) = 0, and
so on (here, we have used the fact that the matrix T on−shellαβ is symmetric, as well as the
matrix kαβ).
Now, let us define
0
kβα=
∑
ij
0
Λ
T
βj dji
0
Λiα . (5.14)
The following crucial statement is proven in the appendix B:
There is certain freedom in choosing the quantities dij . For example, if we
have two independent linear relations between Γij , adding these relations with
arbitrary coefficients will yield a relation as well. Using this freedom, one may
choose the quantities dij so that the following relation holds separately for each
M1,M2
kβα = h(M1,M2)
0
kβα . (5.15)
Here, α, β label the states in the classes M1,M2, respectively, and the number
h(M1,M2) does not depend on α and β.
The rest of the proof is straightforward. We define the T -matrix in the SU(3) basis
through
T on−shellij (s, t) =
∑
αβ
0
Λiα T
on−shell
αβ (s, t)
0
Λ
T
βj . (5.16)
We would like to stress that this is merely a definition, which is made for mathematical
convenience only. Physically, it does not make sense to consider a superposition of the
states with different masses in case of broken SU(3) symmetry.
Using eqs. (5.13) and (5.15), we easily derive a counterpart of eq. (5.8)∑
αβ
0
kβα T
on−shell
αβ (s, t) = 0 , (5.17)
where the sum now runs over all α, β from different classes M1,M2.
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Finally, for the above definition of the T -matrix, one gets∑
ij
djiT
on−shell
ij (s, t) = 0 . (5.18)
The free Green function in the LS equation is given by
Gij =
∑
γ
(
0
Λ
T
)−1iγ Gγ(
0
Λ)
−1
γj , (5.19)
and we arrive exactly at the same expressions as before. The derivation of the Lu¨scher
equation is again straightforward, since only neutral mesons with the isospin I = 0 are
affected by the mixing. The crucial point is that there is no effect of twisting for these
mesons because they are neutral. Consequently, no ambiguity arises in the construction of
the free Green function in the partially twisted case.
To summarize, the SU(3) breaking affects both the free Green function and the scat-
tering amplitude. The matrix Λiα differs from its O(p
2) value
0
Λiα. It is, however, possible
to define the free Green function and the T -matrix in the SU(3) basis, still using the matrix
0
Λiα, even if mˆ 6= ms. It can be now checked explicitly that the symmetry relations from
section 3 hold for the elements of the T -matrix in the SU(3) basis. Consequently, our final
results are unaffected by SU(3) breaking. This was, of course, expected from the begin-
ning, since the LS equation — with the use of the above-mentioned symmetry relations —
should reduce to the one in the valence sector only in the infinite volume even in case of
mˆ 6= ms.
6 Conclusions and outlook
i) Using the non-relativistic EFT technique in a finite volume, we have derived the
Lu¨scher equation for the partially twisted boundary conditions for coupled-channel
piη − KK¯ scattering. At an intermediate step, the matching of the non-relativistic
Lagrangian to partially quenched ChPT has been considered.
ii) Our final result is remarkably simple. If in the channel with I = I3 = 1 the light
quarks are subject to twisting, the partially twisted Lu¨scher equation is equivalent
to the fully twisted one, despite the presence of annihilation diagrams. If, on the
contrary, partial twisting of the strange quark is performed, the physically interesting
part of the spectrum is not affected. Other scenarios are also possible and can be
investigated by using the same methods. We think that this result is interesting for
the lattice practitioners studying the properties of scalar mesons. We have shown
that, instead of carrying out simulations at different volumes, as required in the
Lu¨scher approach, one may perform relatively cheaper partially twisted simulations.
iii) In order to demonstrate the above result, one relies heavily on the relations that
emerge between the various T -matrix elements from the valence, sea and ghost sec-
tors of the theory, and stem from the fact that the masses of the valence, sea and
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ghost quarks are taken equal. These relations lead to numerous cancellations in the
LS equation, so that in the final equation only the physical amplitudes, i.e., the
amplitudes from the valence quark sector, are present. There are strong intuitive
arguments, which support the above statement. However, due to the techical compli-
cations, owing mainly to the neutral meson mixing, a certain effort was still needed
to transform these arguments into a valid proof.
iv) We have carried out the derivation within certain approximations. For example, we
consider only the channel with total isospin I = 1. Moreover, all partial waves except
l = 0 are neglected from the beginning. The partial-wave mixing can be included
later by using standard techniques (see, e.g., refs. [51–53]). Here, our aim was to
describe the method in the most transparent manner for one particular example,
without overloading the arguments with inessential details. Further, the method
described above can be used in other systems as well, for example, in the study of
the DK molecules in lattice QCD (the work on this problem is in progress, and the
results will be reported elsewhere).
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A Explicit form of the matrices Tj in eq. (2.13)
In this appendix we give an explicit form of the matrices Tj which appear in eq. (2.13)
T1 =
1√
2
diag(1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,
T2 =
1√
6
diag(−1,−1, 2,−1,−1, 2,−1,−1, 2) ,
T3 =
1√
2
diag(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2) ,
T4 =
1√
2
diag(0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,
T5 =
1
2
diag(−1,−1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,
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T6 =
1√
2
diag(0, 0,−1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) ,
T7 =
1√
2
diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0) ,
T8 =
1
2
diag(1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2, 2, 0) . (A.1)
B Proof of eq. (5.15)
B.1 The structure of the matrix Λiα
The quantity Dij in eq. (5.1) is a 6×6 matrix. containing correlators of the quark bilinears
η8vv, η
0
vv, η
8
ss, η
0
ss, η
8
gg, η
0
gg where, for example, η
8
vv = (u¯vuv + d¯vdv − 2s¯vsv)/
√
6 and so on.
Consider now the quark diagrams describing the two-point function of the quark bilinears,
see figure B.4. The diagonal matrix elements contain both connected and disconnected
pieces. Keeping track of the signs emerging in the result of (anti)commuting the fields,
we get
Dvv = Dss = −zc + zd , Dgg = zc + zd . (B.1)
Here, all quantities are 2× 2 matrices.
The non-diagonal matrix elements contain only the disconnected piece:
Dvs = Dsg = Dgv = zd . (B.2)
Taking into account the above formulae, one may conclude that the matrix Dij has, in
general, the following structure (cf. with eq. (2.19))8
Dij =

Aˆ Aˆ+ Xˆ Aˆ+ Xˆ
Aˆ+ Xˆ Aˆ Aˆ+ Xˆ
Aˆ+ Xˆ Aˆ+ Xˆ Aˆ+ 2Xˆ
 , Aˆ = −zc + zd , Xˆ = zc . (B.3)
Here, Aˆ, Xˆ are 2× 2 matrices.
The quantity Aˆ in the upper left corner of the matrix D is the physical propagator
(it contains only valence quarks). Consequently, it has only a pole at p2 → M2η . In the
vicinity of the pole,
Aˆij(p
2)→ ΛiαΛ
T
αj
M2η − p2
+ regular terms, i, j = 1, 2 , state α in η. (B.4)
8The general structure of the two-point function in the partially quenched ChPT has been discussed,
e.g., in ref. [54]
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zc zd
Figure B.4. Quark diagrams for the two-point function of two quark bilinears. There are con-
nected, zc and disconnected, zd contributions in the diagonal matrix elements. Non-diagonal matrix
elements contain only disconnected contribution.
Following the nomenclature of eq. (2.14), the state in the class η corresponds to α = 2.
Further, choosing the proper normalization, we may write
Λ1α = cos θ˜
.
= c , Λ2α = sin θ˜
.
= s , state α in η. (B.5)
We shall call θ˜ the mixing angle. The equation (2.20) corresponds to θ˜ = 0.
Now, let us prove that the quantity Xˆ does not have a pole at p2 →M2η . To this end,
note that the residue at the pole should be separable. Consequently, the 2 × 2 matrices
Aˆ, Aˆ + Xˆ, Aˆ + 2Xˆ are all separable in the vicinity of p2 = M2η . Since a separable matrix
has one vanishing eigenvalue, with a orthogonal transformation O the matrix Aˆ can be
brought to the diagonal form OAˆOT = diag (λ, 0). Further, since the determinant of a
separable matrix vanishes, we have: det (Aˆ + Xˆ) = det (Aˆ + 2Xˆ) = 0 in the vicinity of
the pole. Recalling that the matrix Xˆ is symmetric, it can be explicitly checked that this
condition can be fulfilled, if and only if OXˆOT = diag (λ′, 0), i.e., Xˆ = N Aˆ in the vicinity
of the pole.
The value of the constant N can be fixed through the following argument. One may
change the basis η8, η0 to ηl = (u¯u+ d¯d)/
√
2 and ηs = s¯s, in valence, sea and ghost sectors.
The matrix Dij in the new basis has the same general structure as before. Further, it is
immediately seen that certain diagonal and non-diagonal matrix elements are equal (both
contain only disconnected contributions). For example,
〈0|Tηlvv(x)ηsvv(y)|0〉 = 〈0|Tηlvv(x)ηsss(y)|0〉 . (B.6)
Considering the limit p2 →M2η , one may check that the above condition is fulfilled, if and
only if N = 0. In other words, the matrix Xˆ does not have a pole at p2 →M2η .
Next, we wish to demonstrate that there is no mixing, when p2 → M2s or p2 → M2pi .
To this end, it is again convenient to use the basis ηl, ηs instead of η8, η0. Consider, for
example, the case p2 →M2s . Near the pole,
D′ij(p
2)→
∑
state α in ηs
cαΛ
′
iαΛ
′T
αj
M2s − p2
+ regular terms , i, j = 1, 6 , cα = ±1 . (B.7)
Here, D′ij is obtained from Dij via the orthogonal transformation that corresponds to the
change of the basis from η8, η0 to ηl, ηs. Again following the nomenclature of eq. (2.14),
two states in the class ηs are α = 3 with cα = −1 and α = 6 with cα = 1.
It is immediately seen that Xˆ ′12 = Xˆ ′21 = 0 (there are no connected diagrams for the
ηl − ηs transition). Also, as we shall see below, the pole can be contained either in Xˆ ′11
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or in Xˆ ′22, but not in both. In accordance with eq. (2.20), we assume that the pole is
contained in Xˆ ′22. Taking into account eq. (B.3) and the fact that Aˆ′ does not have a pole
when p2 →M2s , the following relations hold (up to an overall normalization):
Λ′223 − Λ′226 = Λ′243 − Λ′246 = 0 , Λ′263 − Λ′266 = 2 ,
Λ′23Λ′43 − Λ′26Λ′46 = Λ′23Λ′63 − Λ′26Λ′66 = Λ′43Λ′63 − Λ′46Λ′66 = 1 . (B.8)
These equations still do not suffice to determine all quantities unambiguously. To proceed
further, note that Λ′2α and Λ′4α describe the coupling of the ηsvv and ηsss fields to the state |α〉:
〈0|s¯vsv|α〉 = Λ′2α , 〈0|s¯sss|α〉 = Λ′4α . (B.9)
Consequently,
1√
2
〈0|(s¯vsv ± s¯sss)|α〉 = 1√
2
(Λ′2α ± Λ′4α) . (B.10)
Recall now that the operators (s¯vsv ± s¯sss)/
√
2 transform differently with respect to the
horizontal isospin, corresponding to the SU(2) rotation of the valence quarks into the sea
quarks of the same flavor and vice versa. Horizontal isospin is a good quantum number,
since the masses of the quarks of different species coincide. The physical states |α〉 should
be characterized by a definite horizontal isospin. This means that both (s¯vsv + s¯sss)/
√
2
and (s¯vsv − s¯sss)/
√
2 can not couple to the same state |α〉 and, consequently,
|Λ′2α| = |Λ′4α| , α = 3, 6 . (B.11)
With this additional constraint, the above equations have the following solution:
−Λ′23 = Λ′26 = −Λ′43 = −Λ′46 = 1√
2
, Λ′63 = −
√
2 , Λ′66 = 0 . (B.12)
Further, since in this basis the non-diagonal matrix elements, corresponding to the ηl − ηs
transition, do not have a pole, we get
Λ′13 = Λ′16 = Λ′33 = Λ′36 = Λ′53 = Λ′56 = 0 . (B.13)
We see that the pole can not be contained both in Xˆ ′11 and Xˆ ′22. The case of p2 → M2pi is
treated analogously, only the pole appears now in Xˆ ′11. Transforming the propagator back
to the basis η8, η0, we finally conclude that, up to a normalization of the quantities Ds and
Dpi, the structure of the matrix Xˆ in the vicinity of the pole is the same as of the matrix
X given by eq. (2.20). Consequently, no mixing occurs in the matrix Xˆ.
To summarize, the matrix Λiα has the following structure (the index i runs from 1
to 6):
• The class M = η, one state
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Λi,α=2
.
= ni =

c
s
c
s
c
s

. (B.14)
• The class M = ηs, two states
Λi,α=3
.
= w
(1)
i =

− 1√
3
1√
6
− 1√
3
1√
6
− 2√
3
2√
6

, Λi,α=6
.
= w
(2)
i =

1√
3
− 1√
6
− 1√
3
1√
6
0
0

. (B.15)
• The class M = pi, two states
Λi,α=5
.
= ν
(1)
i =

− 1√
6
− 1√
3
1√
6
1√
3
0
0

, Λi,α=8
.
= ν
(2)
i =

1√
6
1√
3
1√
6
1√
3
2√
6
2√
3

. (B.16)
The formulae for M = ηs, pi were read off eq. (2.14). The common normalization in each
class is unimportant and is omitted. The quantity
0
Λiα is obtained from Λiα by putting the
mixing angle θ˜ = 0, i.e., c = 1, s = 0.
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B.2 The linear relations between the four-point functions
The relation given in eq. (5.15) holds trivially, if M1 = M2 = η, since in this case, there is
only one state. Moreover, since, as we have found, the structure of Λiα is the same as of
0
Λiα, when M = η
s or pi, eq. (5.15) also holds, if both M1 and M2 are either η
s or pi. What
remains to be checked is the case when M1 = η and M2 = η
s or pi.
Our strategy will be explained in few examples below. Let us start from the identity
f + f˜ = −2f ′′, see eq. (3.11). The corresponding (symmetrized) relation for the four-point
functions is:
Γ33 + Γ55 + Γ53 + Γ35 = 0 . (B.17)
From this, one may read off the coefficients dij
d33 = d55 = d35 = d53 = 1 , dij = 0 otherwise. (B.18)
Now, define,
k(s)α =
6∑
i,j=1
niw
(α)
j dji , k
(pi)
α =
6∑
i,j=1
niν
(α)
j dji . (B.19)
Using the explicit expressions, given in eqs. (B.14), (B.15) and (B.16), we get
k
(s)
1 = −2c
√
3 , k
(s)
2 = −
2c√
3
, k
(pi)
1 =
2c√
6
, k
(pi)
2 = c
√
6 . (B.20)
It is clear that eq. (5.15) is fulfilled. The factor h(M1,M2) = c, if M1 = η and M2 = η
s or pi.
Using the same strategy, one may verify that the eq. (5.15) holds also for the following
linear relations (cf. with section 3):
f0 + f˜0 = −2f ′′′ ,
f ′ + f˜ ′ = 2fˆ ,
f ′ − f˜ ′ = −
√
2(f − f˜ − f0 + f˜0) . (B.21)
The relation
√
2d = 2c− 2ω +
√
2ω′ +
√
2(f ′ − f˜ ′)− (f0 − f˜0) (B.22)
is more complicated. Using the identity Γ36−Γ45+Γ63−Γ54 = 0, we may rewrite eq. (B.22)
in the following form:
1√
2
(Γ12 + Γ21)− 2Γ11 + (Γ13 + Γ31)− 1√
2
(Γ14 + Γ41)
− 1√
2
(Γ34 + Γ43 − Γ56 + Γ65) + a(Γ36 − Γ45 + Γ63 − Γ54) = 0 , (B.23)
where a is arbitrary. Reading off the coefficients dij from the above equation, one may
verify by direct calculations that eq. (5.15) holds, if the choice a =
√
2 is made.
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We have further checked that the remaining identities
c′ = c+
d√
2
− f ′′′ − 2f ′′ − 2
√
2fˆ − 3ω + 3√
2
ω′ ,
ν =
√
2ω + fˆ +
√
2f ′′ ,
ν ′ =
√
2ω′ −
√
2fˆ − f ′′′ , (B.24)
can be treated in a similar fashion. Adding the term a(Γ36 − Γ45 + Γ63 − Γ54) to the
pertinent linear relations for the four-point functions, it is shown that the constant a can
be always adjusted so that the eq. (5.15) is fulfilled.
In section 3 more linear relations are displayed, which correspond to the transitions
involving the states not affected by mixing. It is a straightforward task to verify that the
same arguments can be applied in this case as well.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
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